The localized nature of the anomaly is indicated by the narrow bounds in azimuth (15") and take-off angle (13") of the arrivals affected by it. The long period S-waves encountering this anomaly generally show 30-100 per cent amplitude enhancement, while the short-period amplitudes show no obvious effect. The second anomaly is a high-velocity region beneath the Caribbean originally detected by Jordan & Lynn, who used travel times from deep Peruvian events. The data from Argentine and Bolivian events presented here constrain the location of the anomaly quite well, and indicate a possible short-and long-period S-wave amplitude diminution associated with it. When the travel-time data are corrected for the estimated effects of these two anomalies, a systematic regional variation in ScS-S station residuals is apparent between stations east of and west of the Rocky Mountains. One possible explanation of this is a long wavelength lateral variation in the shear velocity structure of the lower mantle at depths greater than 2000 km beneath North America.
Introduction
Numerous approaches to the problem of mapping lateral heterogeneity in the lower mantle are currently being pursued. Among these techniques are included array studies (e.g. Lay Powell 1975) ; inversion of global travel-time data (Julian & Sengupta 1973; Sengupta & Toksoz 1976; Dziewonski, Hager & O'Connell 1977; Sengupta, Hassell & Ward 1981) ; and studies using differential travel times of phases at a given station to remove upper mantle effects (Jordan & Lynn 1974; Pillet 1979 ). This problem is also being addressed using high quality digital recordings of long-period surface waves and free oscillations, though such techniques are not fully developed for resolving lower mantle variations. Most of the studies reported to date have utilized P-waves rather than S-waves, since the S-wave data sets available from arrays or earthquake bulletins are small and frequently contain large errors. Jordan & Lynn (1974) demonstrated the advantages of carefully read S-wave travel times, particularly the differential time ScS-S, for detecting lower mantle heterogeneities. The large amplitude of the S-wave travel-time anomalies, which may be 3 s or larger, enables the use of relatively small data sets for lower mantle studies. There is, however, a corresponding increase in the effects of upper mantle variations on S-wave travel times, which requires additional care in interpreting the S-wave anomalies. Hales & Roberts (1970a) and Jordan & Anderson (1974) have presented numerous observations of ScS-S differential travel-time residuals from shallow and deep focus events. These differential times show a large amount of scatter, of up to 10 s, which is comparable to the scatter in direct S residuals. The insensitivity of ScS-S residuals to event mislocation and upper mantle and crustal receiver structure, particularly for deep events, indicates that large and numerous lower mantle heterogeneities produce the range in observed ScS-S times (Jordan & Anderson 1974; Jordan 1975) . Jordan & Lynn (1974) demonstrated that in some cases the ScS-S residuals have systematic patterns which can be used to infer the location of the anomalies producing them. Fig. 1 shows the ScS-S and PcP-P JB residuals at North American stations for the two deep Peruvian events they analysed. The data are plotted against azimuth from the source region. In the limited azimuth range from -15" to -22" the residuals are anomalously positive, indicating that either the direct S-waves are early or the ScS arrivals are late. Since a strong negative correlation between the direct S residuals and the ScS-S residuals was found, they concluded that the direct S-waves encountered a high-velocity region over a limited range in azimuth. The location of this anomalous region could not be well constrained using these 
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48 5 data alone, but Jordan & Lynn (1974) suggested that it may be localized beneath the Caribbean at depths of 600 to at least 1400 km. It is clear in Fig. 1 that the P-waves show a similar pattern, but with anomalies that are 3 to 4 times smaller than in the S-wave data.
In this paper, a large data set of S and ScS-S travel times read from rotated SH signals from 17 deep and intermediate depth events in the Sea of Okhotsk and Argentina is used to isolate two lower mantle heterogeneities. These data are supplemented by S, ScS-S and pep-P times read from records of two deep Bolivian events, as well as the data presented for two deep Peruvian earthquakes by Jordan & Lynn (1974) . Since numerous studies have elaborated the upper mantle velocity structure beneath North America, the travel times have been read at North American stations for all four source regions. Independent knowledge of the regional variations in the upper mantle structure beneath the stations allows us to detect anomalous S residuals and to estimate the upper mantle effects on the differential times. The relative amplitude behaviour of short-and long-period SH and ScSH phases are also investigated to examine the effects of the proposed lower mantle heterogeneities on teleseismic amplitudes.
Data
The short-and long-period horizontal components of all available North American WWSSN and Canadian Seismic Network (CSN) stations have been digitized and rotated for seven deep earthquakes in Argentina and 10 deep and intermediate depth events in the Sea of Okhotsk. The events from these regions were selected for their simple, impulsive signal character. The source parameters of all the events used are listed in Table 1 . The absolute S-wave travel times and ScS-S differential times were read from the rotated tangential components, and residuals relative to the Jeffreys & Bullen (1940) tables were determined. Station elevation corrections and source depth-dependent ellipticity corrections (Dziewonski & Gilbert 1976) were applied to the travel-time residuals. Fig. 2 shows an azimuthal, equidistance projection centred on the Argentine epicentres. The distribution of North American stations that are used is shown. S and ScS-S times for the Argentine events were read from the long-period records at all stations closer than 78" and from the short-period records at all stations closer than 80". This distance range is toughly defined by the arc through GSC, RCD and SCH. Direct S travel times were read at all other North American stations out to 110". The epicentres of the four deep Bolivian and Peruvian earthquakes are also shown in Fig. 2 . Due to their size and complexity most of the Table 1 . Source parameters for events used in this study.
Region
Date Origin Time L a t i t u d e L a n g i t u d e S-waves from these events were not digitized. The S-wave travel times for the Bolivian events were read from the unrotated records and the raw travel times for Peru were taken from Jordan & Lynn (1974) and corrections for ellipticity and station elevation were applied to the JB residuals. The S-waves from Peru and Bolivia are dominated by SV energy, and large Sp precursors introduce some uncertainty in the travel-time measurements (Jordan & Lynn 1974; Jordan & Frazer 1975) . Careful analysis of the particle motion was made to reduce the timing error due to these precursors. For the Argentine and Sea of Okhotsk events, the rotation of the S-waves, and the fact that for 75 per cent of the events the SV radiation to North America was nodal, considerably reduced the errors in travel-time measurement. The Bolivian events are treated separately from the Argentine data because the mechanisms and depths are quite different between these two source regions. In Fig. 2 it is clear that the range in azimuth to North America is very similar for the three South American source regions, but Peru is 20" closer, and Bolivia 4" closer to the stations than Argentina.
Only one of the Argentine events could be used to measure PcP-P times in North America due to the large distances and nodal P-wave radiation patterns of this source region. The PcP-P times were read from the vertical components of the long-period records for the event on 1967 September 9, as well as for the two Bolivian events. The Peruvian PcP-Ptimes were obtained from Jordan & Lynn (1974) , corrected for station elevation and ellipticity, and used to determine JB residuals. Direct P-wave residuals were determined from the shortand long-period records of the Bolivian events, and from travel times reported in the ISC bulletins for the Peruvian and Argentine events. Fig. 3 shows another map projection centred on the Okhotsk source region. The WWSSN station SHA ranges from 78" to 88" in distance from the events used. There were no obvious systematic variatious in the focal mechanisms or relative travel-time residuals between events along the trench warranting subdivision of this source region. It is interesting to note in Figs 2 and 3 that the four source regions used lie along a great circle which bisects North America along the Rocky Mountain Range. The expected dips of the deep seismic zones are all transverse to this great circle, which, combined with known upper mantle variations The stations with an asterisk are included in the western array discussed in the text. SHA ranges from 78" to 88" from the events used. across the Rocky Mountains, introduces the potential of some systematic bias common to each source region. Since no other deep source regions are suitably located relative to North America, this cannot be avoided.
A representative profile of long-period SH components for the Argentine events of 1967 January 17, is shown in Fig. 4 . The peak trace amplitudes have been normalized to unity, but no travel-time corrections have been applied. Note that there are large variations in the S and ScS-S travel times and that the amplitude ratio ScS/S varies substantially. Additional short-and long-period S-waves from the Argentine events have been presented in Lay & Helmberger (1981) . The impulsive nature of the signals and the good time resolution of the corresponding short-period data indicate that the absolute and differential travel times can be read with an accuracy of better than 1 s for the rotated Argentine and Sea of Okhotsk data.
The indication of significant ScS/S amplitude variations in Fig. 4 , and the study by Mitchell & Helmberger (1973) which interpreted these amplitude variations as resulting from D" velocity structure led us to determine radiation pattern corrections for the S and ScS signals from Argentina and the Sea of Okhotsk. Initial focal mechanisms determined using P-wave first motions and S-wave polarizations were extraced from the literature or newly determined. Then the long-period amplitude ratio of SV/SHwas used to refine the mechanism or to select between various mechanisms in the literature proposed for the same event. This Table 2 . The resulting radiation pattern corrections, which were generally small, but do tend to have systematic trends across North America, were applied to the first peakto-first trough amplitudes of the short-period S and ScS signals and the zero line-to-first peak amplitudes of the long-period signals. These amplitude measures were selected because they are relatively insensitive to source and receiver complexity.
Travel-time residual patterns
The deep events used in this study are quite well located, as indicated by the small errors in the ISC locations and the agreement between ISC or NOAA locations with relocations such as performed by Veith (1974) . Jordan & Lynn (1974) estimated that for these deep, welllocated events, a reasonable upper bound on the error due to mislocation on ScS-S times is 0.5 s. This is supported by the small scatter in these differential times at a given station between events in each source region. There may be substantially greater errors in the absolute timing, affecting direct S or P residuals and the travel-time baselines between source regions. Since we are analysing the travel times over a limited range in azimuth from each event, we have determined event corrections by minimizing the scatter at each station between events. This was done using an L1 norm to determine the additive constant which minimizes the scatter relative to a reference event. This procedure allowed us to determine station residuals for each source region for the direct S or ScS phases.
For the Argentine S-wave data, the event on 1967 January 17, was selected as the reference event. The relative event corrections ranged from -1.6 to 1.2 s. Applying these corrections removes the first-order effects due t o relative origin time and depth errors, which appear to be small. The Argentine S-wave JB residuals, with these event corrections applied, are shown in Fig. 5 where the stations are ordered in azimuth from the source. The shortperiod times have been treated as independent readings from the long-period times to remove any baseline shifts due to measuring different frequency onsets or differential instrument group delay. The event corrections determined for short and long periods from a given event
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T. Lay all differed by less than 1 s, with larger magnitude events having the largest differences. The scatter about the mean residual at each station was slightly reduced by this procedure, and an alternative procedure which is commonly employed of simply removing the average residual from each event produced nearly identical relative residuals.
It is indicated by Fig. 5 that the first-order features in the data for a given source region can be analysed using the average residual at each station. The small changes in distance and azimuth of each station between events in a given source region permit this. For the Okhotsk data, the variation in source to station distance is as much as loo, though usually less, SO utilizing station averages may smooth out some trends with distance. The scatter observed in the S residuals at individual stations for the Okhotsk data is only slightly greater than in Fig. 5 , indicating that such trends are minor. This averaging process helps to suppress anomalous readings, gives greater confidence in the robustness of the residual pattern for a given source region and enables us to compare the different source regions.
The ScS-S residuals for the Argentine events are also shown in Fig. 5 . Again, the scatter Lower mantle velocity anomalies 49 1 at each station is much smaller than the variation between stations, indicating that the gifferential time pattern is well characterized by the station means. Systematic baseline shifts in ScS-S residuals between events from a given region were sought by minimizing the scatter at each station. For the Argentine data these shifts were all less than 0.5 s with only a 0.17s average, so no corrections were applied to the data. This indicates that any bias in the differential times due to source mislocation or source region velocity structure are common to all events in each source region. It is clear in Fig. 5 that there are large variations in both S and ScS-S residuals of nearly lOs, as has been reported by Hales & Roberts (1970b) and Jordan & Anderson (1974) . Neither the rotation of the S-wave data nor the selection of well-located deep focus events has reduced this total range in variation; however, there are some systematic features in the data indicating the origins of these variations. The most readily apparent of these is the general negative correlation of S and ScS-S residuals. The mean and standard error of the mean of the S and ScS-S residuals at each station Were computed for the Argentine data and are plotted against azimuth from the source in 
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T. Lay than when they are plotted against distance, although there is a general tendency for the ScS-S residuals to decrease with distance as is true for the Peruvian data (Jordan & Lynn 1974) . The azimuthal separation of the residuals indicates that most of the anomalies result from lateral rather than radial variations. It has been found in numerous studies that in the distance range 60"-80" systematic departures of global S and ScS-S times from the JB times have little trend, of 1 s or less, justifying the use of the JB model as a reference (Doyle & Hales 1967; Hales & Roberts 1970a; Jordan & Anderson 1974; Sengupta 1975; Dziewonski & Anderson 1981) .
Interpretation of the residual patterns in Fig. 6 is not a simple procedure. The effects of systematic bias due to an inadequate reference earth model, azimuthal source region anomalies, and systematic receiver variations must be considered before lower mantle anomalies can be confidently isolated. Each of these problems is assessed in this paper through comparison of the residual patterns from the different source regions considered.
One approach to identifying the source of differential time anomalies is to correlate the direct travel times of the phases involved with their differential times. The correlations of the Argentine S and ScS residuals with ScS-S residuals are shown in Fig. 7 . The correlation coefficient of S and ScS-S is us = -0.62, whereas for ScS and ScS-S the correlation coefficient is rscs = 0.33. The data in Fig. 7 were subdivided into two provinces, separated along an azimuth of -15" from the source, which show distinct behaviour. The western province has rs = -0.75 and rscs = -0.25, and the eastern province has rs = -0.33 and rscs = 0.77. For the Peruvian data, using all of the stations, Jordan & Lynn (1974) found rs = -0.86 and rscs = -0.1 1. This procedure highlights the azimuthal separation of the ScS-S anomalies in the Argentine data shown in Fig. 6 , particularly relative to the Peruvian data, but unlike Jordan & Lynn (1974) we do not feel that these correlations are necessarily reliable indicators of the anomalous phase. Part of the ambiguity in this procedure is that the azimuthal trends apparent in Figs 1 and 6 indicate relatively localized anomalies, but large correlation coefficients result from trends in the entire data set. Another problem is that the effect of an anomaly may be to produce residuals which seem reasonable rather than
anomalous. This appears to be the case for the S residuals from Argentina in the EUS, where the residuals are near zero or slightly positive when independent lines of evidence indicate that they should be negative.
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An alternative procedure for isolating the anomalous phases is adopted here. This involves comparison of the relative behaviour of the absolute and differential travel-time residuals with independent data sets. Such comparisons are not free of uncertainty, for a given source region may have unique azimuthal and distance biases producing systematic differences from the data used to establish a reference baseline. However, the use of deep earthquake travel times somewhat reduces the likelihood that source region effects dominate the data. We have processed the P and S data from Peru, Bolivia and the Sea of Okhotsk in the same manner as for the Argentine data above, providing residual patterns for S, ScS-S, ScS and PcP-P across North America. S-wave station anomalies from other studies are also used to establish the S residual pattern produced by upper mantle variations alone. By comparing these data sets and allowing for reasonable systematic trends due to source and receiver variations, the lower mantle contributions to the residual patterns can be identified and to a certain degree, isolated.
6.
-4 Source region comparisons
In order to compare the average S residual patterns across North America from each source region, it is necessary to determine source region baseline corrections. These shifts are similar in nature to the event corrections applied in each region, and partially offset systematic differences in source region velocity structure and regional mislocations or origin time errors. Since we are interested in the relative station residual behaviour between source regions we have used a subset of WUS and Texas stations to determine the source region corrections. In Fig. 8 , the S residuals are compared for stations at which both S and ScS could be observed from all four source regions. The scatter at the first 11 stations from the left was minimized to determine the baseline shifts, all of which were less than 1.5 s. This procedure simplifies the comparison of the residual patterns between source regions, since the residual patterns show coherent regional variations. The Sea of Okhotsk S residuals clearly show a systematically larger variation between the WUS and East Coast than do the South American data. These relative differences are of course independent of the baseline shifts. The S Residuals Figure 8 . The mean and standard error of the mean of the S-wave J R residuals at North American stations for the four source regions studied. Only those stations at which S and ScS could both be observed from each source region are shown. Source region corrections have been determined using the western US and Texas stations which are the first 1 1 from the left.
T. Lay
Argentine data show the least variation between the East Coast and WUS, with Bolivia being intermediate between Argentina and Peru. While some of the differences in relative residuals for north-western and southern azimuths may be due to upper mantle lateral variations, such near receiver variations cannot explain the relative east to west trend between Peru and Argentina. It is interesting that FLO, ATL, AAM, BLA, BEC and STJ do not show strong azimuthal variations. Using the western stations, which are the slowest from all azimuths, to determine the relative baselines should maximize the differences at these stations. suggests the possibility that the baseline corrections that have been applied, which are small, are close to the true corrections, and that the differences between source regions affect the East Coast stations preferentially. By referring to Figs 2 and 3 it is clear that the stations with the largest relative residual variations, SCP, CEO, OGD, WES, OTT, GWC, SFA, SCH and HAL are closely grouped in azimuth from each source region, whereas those with little azimuthal variation are widely distributed.
The S residual data for Peru, Argentina and Okhotsk are compared with previous determinations of North American S-wave station anomalies in Fig. 9 . In order to again emphasize the relative residual variations, the data sets have all been shifted to minimize the scatter at the first 11 stations from the left. The S station anomalies used for comparison have been determined from studies of the ISC catalogue (Romanowicz 1979; Poupinet 1977) ; from shallow event data (Hales & Roberts 1970a) ; from intermediate and deep events recorded in Canada (Wickens & Buchbinder 1980) ; and from deep events recorded in the US (Sengupta 1975) . Generally, these studies have involved substantial azimuthal averaging in the data processing, and thus provide estimates of the upper mantle shear velocity variations under North America.
In Fig. 9 the error estimates have been omitted for clarity, but these are given in Table 3 regions and the station anomalies from previous studies. Baseline corrections have been determined using the first 11 stations from the left in order to emphasize the differences in regional variations between the data sets. The error estimates for each station anomaly are given in Table 2 . Fig. 9 demonstrates that lateral variations in upper mantle structure beneath North America produce at least 6 or 7 s S-wave travel time variations. Inspecting Fig. 9 alone would not necessarily lead one to conclude that the South American S travel times to SHA, OXF and FLO are anomalously fast. Sengupta's station residuals are very similar for these stations relative to the WUS, but this stems from his data for these stations being dominated by deep South American events. If the Romanowicz (1979) or Sea of Okhotsk anomalies are chosen as better estimates of the upper mantle correction, one can estimate the path anomalies for the South American data at these stations to be 4.5 s at SHA, 1.5 to 2.5 s at OXF, and 0.5 to 1.5 s at FLO. These estimates can be compared with the anomalies estimated from the relative ScS-S residuals as discussed later. The strong gradient in the shear wave velocity between SHA and stations further north apparent in the Okhotsk data is supported by the P residual patterns presented by Hales & Herrin (1972) and by the relatively slow SS velocities observed for paths in the Gulf of Mexico (Steve Grand, private communication). The relative variations in the S-wave station anomaly estimates from previous work are so large that no one set is adopted to remove the receiver effects from the data.
The direct S residuals from Argentina and Okhotsk are compared at all of the Canadian stations in Fig. 10 . The station residuals from Wickens & Buchbinder (1980) are included. The source region shifts applied to the data were determined by minimizing the scatter at stations in Western Canada, which are the first 13 from the left in Fig. 10 . This group of Stations was selected because they are separated in azimuth from Argentina along the mimuth of -15" which appears to delimit the East Coast S and ScS-S anomalies from Argentina. The relative residual patterns are similar to those across the US. The Okhotsk data are faster to eastern Canadian stations relative to the western stations than the azimuthdy averaged values of Wickens & Buchbinder (1980) , while the Argentina data are slower.
The Okhotsk and Argentina data across Canada do span significantly different distance ranges from the source regions, so these comparisons are subject t o uncertainty in the JB model, but it is clear that azimuthal patterns are more important than distance trends in this data.
While interpreting the relative S-wave residual patterns is subject to ambiguity, a consistent and simple scenario to explain the data is that the S times from Argentina and Boliva are slow in the azimuth range -5" to -15" and in the distance range 60-110". Stations further to the east such as BEC, SCH, HAL, FBC and STJ show less azimuthal variation, while stations west of the -15" azimuth show an abrupt return to normal relative behaviour, indicating that this trend is not a mislocation artefact. The azimuthal variation in travel Comparison of the ScS station residuals for the four source regions studied. The first 11 stations from the left were used to determine source region corrections. Note the reduced scatter and dminished total range of the data relative to the S residuals in Fig. 8. times due to epicentre mislocation varies with the cosine of the difference in azimuths of the stations. For these well-located events less than a 0.5 s variation over the whole azimuth range would be expected, and this would be a smooth feature (Jordan & Lynn 1974) . Note that identifying the S phases to the East Coast as anomalously late could not be done directly from Fig. 5 alone, nor is this obvious in the S versus ScS-S correlations. The Okhotsk S times appear to be fast to stations in the Northeastern US and Eastern Canada. These interpretations are tested against the ScS-S residual patterns below.
The P-wave residuals for the South American events are compared in Fig. 11 . The western stations were used to determine source region corrections. The range in residuals is much smaller than in the S-wave data, but the Argentine data along the East Coast are systematically later than for Bolivia and Peru. SHA, OXF and FLO recorded slightly fast arrivals from each source region. Because the P residual variations are much smaller than the S residual variations, and since the Argentina events produced nodal P-waves radiation to North America, we do not emphasize the P-wave data in this paper.
The average ScS residuals are compared in Fig. 12 . Again, the first 11 stations from the left were used to determine the baseline shifts. It is quite clear that the ScS residuals show less regional variation from each source region and less evidence for azimuthal variation than the S residuals. The decrease in total range of the station residuals is greater than would be expected due to the difference in upper mantle raypath between ScS and S. The reduced scatter in Fig. 12 indicates that the S phases are more strongly affected by source and mantle velocity variations, but there also appears to be a systematic effect suppressing the total range in ScS residuals which is common to all four source regions.
The ScS-S station residuals are shown in Fig. 13 . In this case, no baseline shifts have been applied, since the differential times presumably cancel out source region and receiver variations. However, baseline differences may in fact exist if for any of the source regions the 5' or ScS phases encounter anomalous velocity structure affecting all of the arrivals in the azimuth range covered by the North American stations. Since the ScS phases span a much narrower cone of rays near the source, and since the ScS paths traverse the D" region which is suspected to have global variations, one might expect these phases to be more susceptible to such baseline shifts. One of the most intriguing features in Fig. 13 is the tendency for the differential time residuals from Peru and Okhotsk to track quite closely at most stations, with the exceptions being GSC, STJ, SHA and OXF. The residuals from Bolivia track those from Argentinea closely as well, but with a systematic 1 s offset. The latter two regions show an east to west trend relative to the pattern defined by the Peruvian and Okhotsk data.
The South American data all show large positive ScS-S residuals in the South-Central US, with SHA and OXF showing the largest azimuthal variation. In Fig. 8 it was apparent that the S residuals at these stations are relative negative (i.e. fast S) in both an absolute sense and relative to the Okhotsk data. The ScS residuals in Fig. 12 do not shows a similar pattern. From this it appears that the interpretation advanced by Jordan and Lynn (1974) of a localized fast velocity anomaly in the direct S-waves applies not only to Peru but also to Bolivia and Argentina. The size of the anomalies involved can be estimated by using the relative ScS-S residual variations as a baseline as long as any systematic biases in the relative residual patterns are removed.
Careful inspection of the ScS-S residuals from Okhotsk and Peru (Fig. 13 ) reveals a systematic regional variation. In general, there is a 2-3 s west to east increase in the residuals from these two source regions, and this trend is more closely associated with geographical provinces of the stations than with simple azimuthal variations from each source. Raytracing through realistic models of the upper mantle under North America indicates that shear velocity variations consistent with the 5-6 s regional variations in S-wave station anomalies permit little more than a 0.5s systematic regional variation in ScS-S differential times. Thus, it appears that source or lower mantle variations affect the data from Peru and Okhotsk in a similar way. The departure of the Argentine and Bolivian data from this trend partially results from the ScS-S anomaly apparent at the East Coast stations in Fig. 6 , which Bolivia also appears to show. Note that the relative pattern of ScS-S residuals between WUS and Texas stations is similar for all four source regions. The fact that such stable relative behaviour persists even though the overall patterns deviate, Lower mantle velocity anomalies I l l l l l . l l l l l l I l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l indicates that baseline shifts do in fact exist in the differential times, though it is not yet clear whether these are uniform shifts only or azimuthally or distance dependent trends.
The relative residual comparisons are completed with the comparison of the PcP-P times shown in Fig. 14 . The data are rather sparse, but it can be seen that the Argentine events show systematically more negative residuals at East Coast stations. The Bolivian residuals are intermediate between Peru and Argentina for the more distant East Coast stations such as OTT, MNT and WES. This is also apparent in the P residuals at OTT, MNT and GWC in Fig. 11 . It is interesting that while SHA shows large positive PcP-P residuals from all three source regions, this is not true at OXF and FLO, where only the Peruvian residuals are clearly anomalous. This suggests that the P-wave paths differ from the S-wave paths by at least enought t o miss the anomaly, except for the paths to SHA. There i s no clear evidence for a baseline shift in the PcP-P times, though the data in the WUS are particularly sparse.
Tests for systematic biases
The ScS-S differential time residuals hold the most promise for isolating any lower mantle anomalies and for finding common anomalies in the data from different source regions, providing the source region comparisons can be used to give estimates of the baselines and intrinsic scatter in the data. In order to interpret the residual patterns with confidence, it is necessary to determine whether strong azimuthal or distance trends exist in the ScS-S residuals, particularly whether they contribute to the relative patterns in Fig. 13 . The Sea of Okhotsk ScS-S residuals are plotted against distance and azimuth from the sources in Fig. 15 . The short-and long-period readings from a given event have been averaged at each station to give each data point. The mean and standard error of the mean in each 5" increment in distance or azimuth are superimposed on the data. A minimum in the residuals near 60" suggests a distance trend. However, this minimum is defined mainly by western Canadian and WUS stations, and thus shows up as a clear azimuthal trend as well. These data alone cannot resolve whether this feature is due to a large-scale radial or lateral departure from the JB model. A uniform change in core radius would produce a linear trend with distance in the residuals (Hales & By combining the ScS-S data from Peru and Argentina a corresponding range in distance from South America can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 16 . None of the suspected anomalous times have been omitted. The means and standard errors for the Peruvian and Argentine data in each 5" distance increment have been computed separately and for the combined data. It is clear that there are very similar trends with distance between the two source regions, which only partially results from the large positive anomalies at the South-Central US stations. The WUS recordings from Peru do define a minimum near 60°, which could be interpreted as additional evidence for a systematic distance trend, but if this is a purely radial effect the positive anomalies for the Argentine data in this distance range are made all that much more anomalous.
An additional test was made by combining the Okhotsk, Peru & Argentine residuals, and subdividing them into western and eastern arrays. The stations included in the western array are indicated in Fig. 2 . The residuals fiom these two subgroups are plotted against distance in Fig. 17 . In the distance range 45 -70" the subgroups are well separated. Beyond 70" the western array is dominated by observations from Argentina, which may differ from the other source regions due to a distance trend restricted to the WUS, or due t o a baseline shift between the source regions as suggested above. The lack of a pervasive distance trend in the entire data set and the regional variations in behaviour indicate that the differential time residuals are free of a systematic radial earth structure bias.
The possibility that there may be strong azimuthal trends in the differential time residuals from deep events is suggested by the study of Jordan (1977) . He proposed a deep vertical extension of the Sea of Okhotsk slab, penetrating to lOOOkm, well below the maximum depth of seismicity. The size and geometry of this deep slab could produce strong velocity gradients between S and ScS paths. The smoothed source anomaly he determined using the S and ScS times from the deep event on 1971 January 29, is shown in Fig. 18 . Interpreting this pattern as a source anomaly is subject to uncertainty in the station anomalies and other path anomalies in the data. The deep focus Sea of Okhotsk data employed in the present study have S and ScS projections that would lie in the north-eastern quadrant of the projection in Fig. 18 , if the source anomaly does not change along the strike of the subduction zone. The large velocity contrasts ( 5 per cent) and long S and ScS path lengths (400-500 km) associated with the proposed deep slab anomaly (which are needed to explain the pattern in Fig. 18 as a source anomaly) would predict a systematic azimuthal pattern in ScS-S residuals similar to that in Fig. 15 . This involves up to a 2 s decreasing trend between the eastern and western stations in North America. In addition, the direct S times would be 2 s faster to eastern and northern stations than to western stations, while ScS would show less azimuthal variation. This is qualitatively consistent with the trends in Figs 9, 10 and 12. However, there is a major problem with attributing the patterns observed in our data to such a deep slab anomaly. This is that the relative S and ScS-S variations in the Okhotsk data do not change systematically with source depth, between depths of 100 and 583 km.
In Fig. 19 the azimuthal distribution of the Sea of Okhotsk ScS-S residuals for events in the depth ranges 100-150, 400-470 and 540-590km are shown separately. The azimuthal pattern for events with shallower source depths is not diminished relative to that for deeper events, as one would expect if a deep slab anomaly is the only cause of the azimuthal patterns. Near l O O k m depth the slab dips at about SO", in a direction transverse to the azimuth toward North America. Thus, the shallow events are displaced from the proposed vertical deep slab extension by several hundred kilometres, and both the S and ScS rays should exit the slab quickly. Given the azimuthal distribution of the stations relative to the slab orientation, one might expect some azimuthal variation in both S and ScS residuals affecting all source depths, independent of any deep slab extension. This could explain the relatively fast S and ScS arrivals in eastern North America, but little ScS-S anomaly would be accumulated near the sources without some dramatic feature such as proposed by Jordan (1977) . We do not claim that these data disproves Jordan's model, much more complete azimuthal coverage would be needed to do that, but it seems reasonable that the persistence of the azimuthal pattern in ScS-S residuals for all source depths indicates a lateral velocity anomaly removed from the source region.
The ScS-S residuals from Peru indicate a similar anomaly to that in the Okhotsk data, given the tendency for the residuals from these two source regions to follow very similar regional patterns. The presumed orientation of the subducting slab in Peru relative to the North American network is similar to that in the Sea of Okhotsk, so a deep slab anomaly in Peru could possibly produce a similar pattern in ScS-S residuals to that from Okhotsk. If T. Lay this is the case, it is surprising that the regional variations in the S residuals from Peru show no trend relative to the estimated station anomalies in Fig. 9 . It would also seem unlikely that the orientation and velocity contrasts of a deep slab anomaly in Peru would produce such good agreement in the regional and inter-station variations of ScS-S residuals with the Okhotsk data. Any deep slab anomalies affecting Argentina and Bolivia would appear to have substactially different orientations from those in Peru and Okhotsk, unless the other anomalies in the data obscure the source region trends.
Interpretation
Since we have not found compelling evidence for distance or near-source systematic biases in the ScS-S residuals from the different source regions, it is possible to use the data in Fig. 13 to estimate the size of the lower mantle anomalies and to determine which regions have anomalies in common. Severa! lines of evidence cited above indicate that there are baseline shifts in the differential times, so we have applied uniform corrections to the Argentine and Bolivian ScS-S residuals of -1.5 and -2.5 s respectively. These shifts were determined from the difference in the baseline shifts foi S and ScS residuals applied ir:
Figs 8 and 12. The resulting relative residuals are shown in Fig. 20 . As expected, the scatter at stations in the WUS and Texas is very small, but now the scatter is also very small at ATL, AAM, BLA and BEC. These stations show no strong evidence foi azimuthal variation: in the direct S and ScS residuals. The ScS-S anomaly in the East Coast is readily apparent foi both the Argentine anci Bolivian data.
The implication of the baseline shifts is that the S or ScS phases from Argentina and Bolivia encounter different average mantle structure from the other source regions. The studies of Julian & Sengupta (1973) , Greenfield & Sheppard (1969) and Burdick & Powell (1980) indicate that such variations do exist along South America and between South
America and the Ses of Okhotsk. Pillet (1979) contoured the global differences in station residuals determined using PKIKP and P phases separately. The differential residuals, PKIKP-P are larger below Bolivia and southern Peru than anywhere else in the world, with 0 Argentina a Sea of Okhotsk .
-- the more vertically travelling waves (PKIKP) being slower than the P-waves. If the S velocities have corresponding behaviour, one would expect the ScS phases from ,4rgentina and Bolivia to be slowed down relative to S, producing a positive shift in the ScS-S residuals. The region covered by the PKIKP-P anomaly found by PilIet (1979) is shown in Fig. 23 , and appears to span the range in azimuth from Argentina to North America, thus the ScS phases may be uniformly affected. It should be emphasized that the baseline shifts do not affect the prcsence of the South-Central US or East Coast anomalies in the South American data, for these are clearly defined in Figs 1 and 6 , but the shifts do appear to provide a stable baseline (i.e. the Peru and Okhotsk patterns) from which to estimate the size of the anomalies, and to determine to what degree different source regions sample the same anomaly. Other possible explanations for the relative trends in ScS-S residuals between the source regions can of course be proposed, but these invariably lead to rather complex and fortuitous distributions of lower mantle and source anomalies.
S c S -S Residuals
Using the relative ScS-S patterns in Fig. 20 and assuming that the patterns would track very closely if no anomalies were present, one can estimate the travel-time anomalies. The estimated travel-time anomalies for the East Coast stations and for the South-Central US stations are listed in Table 4 . It is important to note that AAM, BLA, BEC and possibly STJ show no relative anomaly, or at least a deviation from the general East Coast azimuthal pattern. A comparison of the ScS-S anomalies in Table 4 with the relative S residual patterns in Figs 8, 9 and 10 indicates that the anomalies can almost entirely be attributed to the late S arrivals along the East Coast for Argentina and Bolivia, and to early S arrivals at SHA, OXF and FLO for all the South American data. For example, SCP is 4-5 s slow in a relative sense in Fig. 9 , which corresponds to the -4 to -5 s ScS-S anomaly in Fig. 20 , The estimates of the S anomalies at SHA, OXF and FLO made earlier are in good agreement with the values in Table 4 .
If the data are corrected for the estimated anomalies in Table 4 , the ScS-S residual pattern is relatively simple, as shown in Fig. 21 . The corrected differential times show little azimuthal variation and small scatter at each station except GSC, LUB, RCD and STJ. With the exception of ALQ, stations in the WUS are systematically slower than stations east of the Rocky Mountains. This is not a purely azimuthal pattern relative to each source region, as can be seen from Figs 2 and 3, and is at least 1.5 s greater than can be explained with upper mantle S-wave velocity variations. The consistency of the relative station behaviour in the WUS indicates that all four source regions sample the same WUS anomaly, which in turn suggests that the regional variation is not an artefact of the baseline shifts. The western anomaly appears to be localized beneath the WUS, at depths great enough to produce Table 4 are removed. Note the distinct baseline of all WUS stations except ALQ for all four source regions. differential time variations. A deep seated, large-scale region of slightly high S velocity would preferentially affect the ScS arrivals from all four source regions, producing slightly negative residuals. The global average for ScS-S residuals for the distances covered by our data is about 1 s (Jordan & Anderson 1974) , which is consistent with the averages for stations east of the Rocky Mountains. If deep slab anomalies exist for all four source regions, with orientations such as to produce similar azimuthal ScS-S patterns across North America, some of the regional variation in Fig. 21 could be reduced, but this would be a rather fortuitous situation which cannot be isolated in these data.
The relative travel-time residual comparisons indicate the following localized anomalies. The Argentine and Bolivian S-waves in the azimuth range of 0" to -15" encounter a lower mantle velocity anomaly producing from 1-4 s delays. This anomaly may affect the S-waves observed at the large distances to northern Canada as well, but does not appear to affect the ScS times to stations in this azimuth range. The P-wave travel times also appear to be slow to these stations, by up to 1s. The Bolivian data show somewhat less pronounced anomalies. All three South American source regions indicate fast S arrivals at SHA, OXF and FLO, with the anomalies being the largest at SHA (4 s) and decreasing with distance. The same trend is observed in the P-waves, though the anomalies are only 1 s or less. A third anomaly appears to produce early ScS travel times to WUS stations, with about 1.5s anomalies. All four source regions appear to sample this anomaly. There is also some evidence for short wavelength variations in the upper mantle beneath stations involving strong velocity gradients which produce distinctive station character in the ScS-S residuals.
Having identified the phases with anomalous travel times, it becomes possible to locate the anomalies. We first attempt to constrain the location of the anomaly affecting SHA, OXF and FLO for the South American events. The fact that all three source regions sample the anomaly indicates that it is not near any of the source regions. Since the ScS arrivals from each source region miss the anomaly, some lateral constraints on the anomaly's location can be determined. In Fig. 22 , the raypaths for S-and ScS-waves in a mantle with a JB velocity structure are shown for geometries corresponding to the Peru and Argentina source regions. Since the azimuths involved are similar, it is possible to identify the portion of the mantle that the S-wave from both regions sample. This zone is the hatched area. If we utilize the fact that the travel-time anomalies appear to decrease with distance from OXF and FLO for both P-and 5'-waves, the raypath of the direct S-wave to FLO from Argentina provides an approximate lower depth limit to the anomaly of 1900 km. The fact that the residuals at SHA are similar for the three source regions indicates that the anomaly does not extend further south at shallow depths than the hatched region. The anomaly must extend upward to within lOOOkm of the surface, but the upper boundary of the anomaly cannot be determined using these data.
When the azimuthal and lateral bounds on the anomaly are projected on to a map, as in Fig. 23 , it is clear that the anomaly is centred on the Caribbean as was proposed by Jordan & Lynn (1974) . Estimates of the velocity structure under the Caribbean from ScSz anomalies indicate that the upper mantle is moderately slow (Sipkin & Jordan 1976) , so the anomaly probably does not project vertically upward to depths above 600 km. The scale length of the anomaly appears to be about 1000km. Jordan & Lynn (1974) pointed out that the location of this anomaly may be related t o the observations by Davies & Capon (1972) of body wave multipathing for a northern Columbian event recorded at the LASA. The velocity contrasts indicated by the 4 s S-wave anomalies and 1000 km path lengths are of the order of 2 per cent.
The anomaly affecting the Bolivian and Argentine S-waves in the East Coast cannot be as tightly constrained in location, but is still quite localized. The raypaths for the two source regions are compared in Fig. 24 Caribbean is at depths of 1000-1900km; the slow region beneath Northern Brazil is at depths of 1700-2700 km; and the large region beneath the western US is the proposed fast S-wave velocity zone at depths greater than 2000 km. The dotted line neat the Bolivian and Argentine epicentres indicates the range of the PKIKP-P anomaly detected by Pillet (1979) . The exact depth range and lateral extent of the anomalous region is not known.
times for ScS in the azimuth range of the anomaly; and the slightly smaller anomalies in the Bolivian data which are a few degrees closer to the stations. These factors constrain the anomalous region to a zone from 20" to 40" to the north of Argentina,'at depths from 1700 to 2700km. The northern limit of the anomaly is not well constrained, but the fact that the ScS-S residuals at BEC from Peru are not anomalous suggests that the anomaly does not extend north of Venezuela. The likely bounds on the anomaly are projected on the map in Fig. 23 . It is possible that the relatively positive ScS-S residual for Peruvian events at STJ (Fig. 20) results from the ScS phase being slowed down by the anomaly. For path lengths of 1000-1 500 km through the anomalous region the velocity contrasts necessary to produce 4 s S-wave delays are about 2 per cent. If one adopts the hypothesis that the WUS ScS arrivals travel through a deep-seated, relatively fast velocity region for all four source regions, some estimate of the depth range of the anomaly can be made, The high velocity anomaly would have to extend over a broad region beneath the WUS at depths of greater than 2000km. Isolating such a deep seated anomaly is difficult because as the distance from the receivers increases, the direct S may start to sample the region also, reducing the diagnostic differential travel-time anomaly. One could appeal to such a distance effect to explain some of the ScS-S residual differences between Argentina and Peru at WUS stations, rather than a baseline shift. The nature of the WUS anomaly cannot be resolved unambiguously with our data, since the velocity anomaly is only 1-1.5 s, and any source region baseline shifts or distance trends may offset one another. Since the upper mantle shear velocity in the WUS is very slow, it is even harder to find the subtle trends that such a deep, fast region would produce. The approximate lateral extent of this proposed deep anomaly is shown in Fig. 23 . Independent evidence for this anomaly has been presented in aP-wave travel-time study by Kogan (1981) . He showed that the mantle beneath the WUS at depths near 2400 km is anomalously fast by 0.7 per cent. P-waves traversing the region have anomalies of -0.44 + 0.21 s.
Amplitude patterns
Having constrained the position of the localized lower mantle anomalies, it is of obvious interest to determine whether any amplitude anomalies are associated with the travel-time anomalies. The SH and ScSH amplitudes, with radiation pattern corrections, for the Sea of Okhotsk and Argentina data are compared in this section. In Fig. 25 , the long-period amplitude ratio of ScSjS is plotted as a function of the azimuth from Argentina. These ratios have not been corrected for distance, but the expected trend with distance in the range 55" to 75" for a JB earth model is small (Mitchell & Helmberger 1973) . Note that in the azimuth range of -5" to -18" the amplitude ratios are relatively small, while there is a slight enhancement of the ratios in the range -20" to -25". The expected ratio for a JB earth model is indicated in the figure. This trend separates much better when the data are plotted against azimuth than when they are plotted against distance. To determine whether this Coast station, whereas the ScS amplitudes at these stations are not enhanced. minimum is produced by the S or ScS phases the amplitudes of each are plotted in Fig. 26 . Spreading corrections determined from synthetics calculated for a JB mantle using generalized ray theory have been applied. Note that the S-waves show an azimuthal pattern, with relatively high amplitudes recorded at East Coast stations, whereas the ScS phases show no corresponding trend. This suggests that the S-waves which have anomalously late arrival times are also enhanced in long-period amplitude. To test whether this is the case, an independent estimate of the expected amplitude variations across North America is needed.
To provide a reference baseline, the amplitude data from Argentina and Okhotsk were used to determine station amplitude anomalies following the procedure described in Lay & Helmberger (1981) . The average relative station amplitudes for these two regions are compared in Fig. 27 . The Argentine data show larger relative variations than the Okhotsk data, of a factor of 4 which is surprisingly large for 20s period signals. The effects of regional variations in attenuation cannot reasonably explain the range in long-period amplitudes (Lay & Helmberger 1981) , though receiver function effects may be important if rather severe three-dimensional structures exist beneath the stations. To illustrate the relative behaviour better, the ratios of the Argentina to Okhotsk stations amplitude anomalies are shown in Fig. 28 . Note that the ratios at SCP, CEO, OGD, SCH, SFA and HAL are relatively large, indicating that the Argentina S-wave data at the East Coast stations is enhanced by as much as a factor of 2. This is consistent with the S versus ScS behaviour shown above. OTT and WES do not show this enhancement, though WES is known t o have a relatively complicated SH receiver function unlike the other East Coast stations which are essentially transparent (T. Lay, unpublished data). Another interesting feature in Fig. 28 is the group of low ratios at SHA, OXF, FLO, RCD and BOZ. The latter two stations do not appear to sample the Caribbean travel-time anomaly, though RCD is along the same azimuth. DAL, which is close in distance and azimuth to SHA shows a very high amplitude ratio, perhaps suggesting a scattering type interference effect associated with the diminished amplitudes at SHA, OXF and FLO. While the amplitude data cannot be unambiguously interpreted, and amplitude and travel-time effects could be totally decoupled, there is a clear coincidence of i m m 77 P n m n n r i c n n nf tho n t 3 t i n n omnlitnmrln o n n m q l i n r f r n m thn G n nf n t h n t c t *nrl A v n n n t i n -lnnn. Period SH data. The relative amplitudes have been adjusted to minimize the scatter at each station following the procedure described in Lay & Helmberger (1981) . Note the greater amplitude variations in the b e n t i n e data. enhanced amplitudes being associated with the late arrivals and diminished amplitudes being associated with the early arrivals.
For completeness, a similar comparison o f the short-period S-wave signals was made. In Fig. 29 the ScS/S amplitude ratios are plotted against azimuth from Argentina. There is no general pattern corresponding to the East Coast anomaly in Fig. 25 ; however, the ratios in the range -20" to -25" again tend to be slightly high. A comparison of the average SH amplitude station averages for Okhotsk and Argentina is given in Fig. 30 . The overall ampli- tude variations are quite a bit larger than for the long periods and the amplitude ratios (Fig. 3 1) indicate greater azimuthal variations, as might be expected for these shorter period (2-5 s) signals. The Argentina S-waves in the East Coast do not appear to be enhanced, but the short-period signals at SHA and OXF are a bit low. The most enhanced amplitudes from Argentina are found at the Texas stations which are in the same distance range and fairly close in azimuth to SHA and OXF, but do not show velocity anomalies. Again, this may reflect a defocusing or multipathing effect associated with the lower mantle anomaly rather than merely indicating independent behaviour of the travel times and amplitudes. 
T. Lay

Discussion
The existence of lateral variations in the lower mantle has many implications for the dynamic behaviour and geochemical evolution of the earth. Localized blobs of fast or slow material with scale lengths of 1000 km are intrinsically fascinating phenomena, which lead to important questions about their origins and composition. The fast Caribbean anomaly is at least superficially associated with an upper mantle subduction zone, and may indicate deep mantle penetration as speculated by Jordan & Lynn (1974) . However, the slow Northern Brazil anomaly is not clearly associated with upper mantle processes. It is not possible to fully characterize the properties of these anomalies with our data, other than to say that 2 per cent velocity contrasts are involved as well as lOOOkm scale lengths. The anomalies also appear to have rather abrupt boundaries, given the sharp azimuthal separation of the anomalous times. If the results of this study are representative of the general degree of lower mantle heterogeneity, attaining a complete understanding of mantle composition and dynamics will clearly be a formidable task.
Identifying lower mantle anomalies producing several second velocity variations is important for many different studies, ranging from location of earthquakes to mapping upper mantle or slab velocity structure. The indications of a systematic amplitude effect due to these lower mantle structures is particularly exciting. In many earthquake or explosion source modelling efforts, there is a pervasive scatter in amplitude misfit that is unexplained. The data in Fig. 26 indicate that for long-period body waves this scatter may be as much as a factor of 4 , even over the limited range in azimuth and for the very simple, stable waveforms of our data. One could speculatively attribute the majority of this amplitude variation to the effects of the lower mantle anomalies. The absence of clear short-period amplitude effects associated with the travel-time anomalies may result from the large amplitude scatter introduced by receiver structure and lateral variations in attenuation, or it may reflect the physical properties of the lower mantle anomalies. The regions of anomalous velocity may have anomalous attenuation properties that negate any geometric effects on the shortperiod signals, or the 'roughness' of the anomalous region may be such that geometric focusing is less efficient for 5 s periods than for 20s periods. We are performing detailed analysis of the broadband frequency content of the S-wave data from Argentina to test the hypothesis that major focusing or defocusing effects are produced by the lower mantle velocity anomalies.
The data presented in this paper also indicate the presence of larger-scale lateral variations in the lower mantle. The apparent baseline shifts in differential times between source regions is one indication of this, as is the regional pattern of ScS-S residuals in the WUS. The latter anomaly warrants further examination because it is the type of feature which could be mistakenly attributed to near source anomalies. The study of Mitchell & Helmberger (1974) interpreted the long-period ScS/S amplitude ratio anomalies in the Argentine data as resulting from high-velocity gradients at the base of the mantle. Our data indicates that the S phases are anomalous rather than the ScS phases, and that mid-mantle structure produces the anomalies. This result indicates that care must be taken when amplitude ratios or differential times are used to interpret mantle structure.
Conclusions
Through comparison of absolute and differential time residuals from deep events recorded at North American stations two localized lower mantle velocity anomalies have been identified and located. A region of low S and P velocities exists beneath northern Brazil at depths of 1700-2700km. The lateral dimension of the region is from 1000 to 2000km, and the velocity contrasts involved are about 2 per cent. The long-period S-waves that have traveltime delays due to this anomaly also show 30-100 per cent amplitude enhancement, suggesting a geometric focusing effect. The short-period S amplitudes at the same stations do not show an obvious amplitude effect. The second lower mantle anomaly is a fast region located at depths of 1000-1900km beneath the Caribbean. This region has dimensions of about 1000 km, and also involves 2 per cent velocity contrasts. Both short-and long-period S-waves from Argentine events travelling through the fast velocity region show diminished amplitudes. A third region, which could not be well constrained, may exist in the lower mantle below 2000 km deep beneath the western United States. This region appears to produce ScS travel times that are fast by about 1.5 s.
